(Legacy) Especially Helpful Discussion Threads
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Ed. Note: The discussion threads below were preserved on the old H-ASIA home page and have been transferred to the Commons. They give a window into the early years of H-ASIA.

(December 2018 note: These threads and a number of others have now been added to the "Mining the Logs" project undertaken by H-Net staff in 2018, in connection with H-Net's 25th anniversary. RD)

Especially Helpful Discussion Threads

- Teaching with the Net (fall 1996)
- Research in India (fall 1996)
- Indian Women & Violence 1996
- Women in East Asia Films (early 1996)
- The Fairbank School and Method (1-12 May 1995)
- Orientalism (2-11 March 1996)
- Smithsonian Enola Gay Exhibit Controversy (10 Feb.-25 Sept. 1995)
- TwinBridges Software (23 Apr.-4 Nov. 1995)